INTRODUCTION
February 25, 2017
As residents of the Vermont Studio Center’s February 2017 session, we
arrived in Johnson just two weeks after Donald Trump took office as the
45th President of the United States. Many of us felt conflicted about
leaving our own communities and networks to join a group of writers
and artists we’d never met in a fairly remote, utopian creative environment.
As we worked around the clock on our own projects, taking advantage
of the rare gift of time and space, a reprehensible team of billionaires
filled the White House. Working with many Republican lawmakers, the
Trump Administration has worsened an oppressive political machine
that disenfranchises communities, breaks apart families, and strips Constitutionally protected rights from individuals. While an elimination of
arts funding would affect us, we are concerned about the larger threat
to basic human rights, and the impact on the most vulnerable communities within the United States and beyond.
Originally pushing back from what seemed like a distance, we took
studio breaks to check news and social media. We signed petitions and
called our senators, voicing opposition on our own terms. But over this
month spent together, we formed our own community at the Vermont
Studio Center. Recognizing the potential for this strength and solidarity,
we wanted to find a way to combine creative forces and disparate acts
of resistance by building something together. We decided to mark the
first full month of Trump's presidency and the widespread sentiment of
resistance against it by compiling various forms and collaborations of
art and writing from our session.
The works in this publication represent the views of individuals and do not
represent the views of the Vermont Studio Center.
All images and texts copyright © artist or writer.
Zine compiled and edited by Diana Abells, Keenan Bennett, Leah Gallant, Lisa
Leibow, Maria Molteni, Paul Mullins, Jon Weary, and Lauryn Welch.

We view this project as a commitment to action, one among many that
have taken place within the often depoliticized sphere of the art world.
This zine is a gesture and contract of commitment amongst ourselves as
colleagues, artists and new friends to continue to resist -- in our studios,
at our desks, and on the streets.
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The New World Dictionary:
Best Words for 2017

Amazing, Beautiful : attempts at poetic embellishment from a limited vocabulary
Bigly DQLPSURPSWXFRQYHUVLRQRIDQDGMHFWLYHLQWRDQDGYHUEWR¿WLQWRDQXQSODQQHG
VHQWHQFHLQGLFDWLYHRIDQRYHUDUFKLQJWKRXJKWSDWWHUQZKLFKPDQLSXODWHVUHDOLW\WR¿W
an incoherent ideology
Catastrophe : a normal situation made to sound disastrous in order to create a sense of
panic, thereby impairing rational thought
Classy : an ostentatious display of wealth accompanied by a complete lack of taste
Great : white, male
Illegals : a minority group used as a scapegoat for all the problems facing a society
Jobs : billions of dollars for the oil industry
Law & Order : 1. military crackdown; 2. a Dick Wolf production
Losers : people motivated by anything other than greed
Media : an infuriating obstruction to the complete control of reality
Obamacare : the Affordable Care Act
Overrated : a threat
Peace : unrestrained power
People Are Saying : a phrase preceding a statement with no basis in fact
Sad : an adjective used to belittle a perceived threat
7UHPHQGRXV7HUUL¿F: word bling, used to add sparkle to a sentence
Unity : unquestioned authority
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Marie Harris
Introduction
The New Hampshire Commissioner of Cultural Resources, Van McLeod,
called to suggest that, in my capacity as NH Poet laureate, I might write
and deliver a poem to the legislature and their guests upon the occasion
of the inauguration of New Hampshire's first female governor to her third
term. I was not obliged to do so, but why not? She had nominated me to
the position. I was in general agreement with her policies. I had always
participated in local politics. So I could see writing this poem as a political
act. I really liked thinking about a January thaw as metaphor for change
and hope.
And then came the inauguration of a new governor. (A millionaire as it
happened.) It would be an understatement to say that I completely
disagreed with this man's ideas, his politics, and his plans for our state, so I
was dismayed that I was asked to create a poem for his inauguration. But
Van reminded me that I was writing for an occasion, not a person. With
that in mind, I dove deep into winter again, and into what sustains us in
this bleak season. I even imagined I was speaking directly to the man who
would govern our state. I am proud of this poem. And I read it tonight in
Vermont (a few days after the full moon, the Hunger Moon) with another
person in mind. Written in 2003, the title is NEW YEAR, but in 2017, it
could as easily be titled RESIST.
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JANUARY THAW

NEW YEAR

The meager light is charged with sudden warmth
that tempts the buds on the brittle branch
and softens pond ice, releasing a hint of a scent of spring.

The Hunger Moon draws icy tides upriver
heaving gray-green slabs of seawater
onto the salt marshes. Inland, a house
rides snow swells into evening
while inside the householder, satisfied
in the knowledge of a well-provisioned root cellar,
a woodshed stacked with even cords,
pulls the shutters to, turns from the darkening window.

This seditious weather undermines winter's dictatorship:
its puppet government of cold,
its dark decrees.
A turn in the wind carries the news:
there is nothing cast in stone or ice or precedent
that cannot be chiseled, molded or changed.
In such a climate hope and opportunity abound;
fresh purpose will emerge as surely
as snowdrops elbowing the frozen ground.

© Marie Harris, NH Poet Laureate 1999-2004
On the occasion of the inauguration of
New Hampshire Governor Jeanne Shaheen
to her third term, January 4, 2001
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And still, quarrelsome winds bay down the chimney.
The urge to retreat to hearth
and leatherbound studies of certainty
is as strong as the pull of the moon;
but there are times
when what we may need most
are the rude and raucous disputations
that sputter and spark
like bonfires on frozen ponds,
attracting a quorum of neighbors.

© Marie Harris, NH Poet Laureate
On the occasion of the inauguration of Craig Benson
as the 79th governor of New Hampshire
January 9, 2003
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So to all Amer(I)cans, in every city near and far, small and
large, from mountain to mountain
by andrea blancas beltran
February third two-thousand
seventeen: the current state
of everything: all
the law: wh(I)te
men. all these wh(I)te
males. all these (why)te ail
-ments. the call for u
n I t y. u n I t why? let us
(I)nterrogate. (un)unsubscr(I)be
lists run rabid all over
these streets. I don’t
want your l(I)ve TV,
man. and I can’t change
the channel. to echo back
to James Baldwin, start looking
at the one whose finger
is holding the trigger, not the one
who’s facing or looking
away from the tube
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#Commit
#Commit

#Commit
#Commit
#Commit
#Commit
#Commit
#Commit
#Commit
#Commit
#Commit

45 for 45

#Commit

to judging individuals based on character, words, and deeds.

#Resist

by Lisa L. Leibow

#Commit

to loving individuals based on character, words, and deeds.

#Resist

to sharing my resistance via tweet-length stanzas – 140 characters max.
to the careful choice of words.

to finding truth amidst the lies.
to understanding that “alt-right” is a euphemism for white nationalist movement.
to understanding that “45” is a euphemism for the current POTUS.
to understanding that “current POTUS” is a euphemism for @realDonaldTrump.
to discerning when a euphemism disturbs me and when it comforts me.
to finding and not falling for fallacies.
to contesting the fallacy of changing the subject.
to refuting the fallacy of attacking the person instead of the argument.
to defying the power of the fallacy of "Alternate Facts" to convince me I’m crazy.

#Resist

#Commit

to learning from history.

#Resist

#Resist

#Commit

to learning from the inhumanity of slavery.

#Resist

#Commit

to learning from the oppression of women.

#Resist

#Resist

#Commit

to learning from the rise of Hitler.

#Resist

#Resist

#Commit

to learning from the internment of Japanese Americans.

#Resist

#Resist

#Commit

to learning from World Wars, Unjust Wars, and Cold Wars.

#Resist

#Resist

#Commit

#Resist

#Commit

to learning from the strength of abolitionists and suffragettes.

#Resist

#Resist

#Commit

to fighting the fear that “we the people” are powerless to halt the rise of hate.

#Resist

#Resist

#Commit

#Resist

#Commit

to teaching students to think critically and write clearly.

#Resist

#Resist

#Commit

to teaching students to evaluate sources and find their voices.

#Resist

to learning from the Hollywood blacklist.

to being proactive instead of reactive.

#Resist

#Resist

#Commit

to countering the fallacy of ruling opponents "out of order."

#Resist

#Commit

to freedom of expression through the arts.

#Resist

#Commit

to ignoring 45’s blurts until fact-checked.

#Resist

#Commit

to finding emotional truth in the fiction I fashion.

#Resist

#Commit

to ignoring 45’s tweets until spell-checked.

#Resist

#Commit

#Commit

to denouncing hatred in all its forms.

#Resist

#Commit

#Commit

to denouncing bigotry.

#Resist

#Commit

#Commit

to denouncing racism.

#Resist

to mind that Orwell's 1984 & Atwood's The Handmaid’s Tale
are cautionary tales, not guidebooks.

#Resist

#Commit

to acting as a writer of witness in prose and in poetry.

#Resist

#Commit

to encouraging artists to record on canvas or clay,
and musicians to compose, to sing, and to play.

#Resist

#Commit

to the notion:
140 characters or less is the only chance “45” might discover my commitments.

#Resist

#Commit

to denouncing Anti-Semitism and Islamophobia.

#Resist

#Commit

to denouncing misogyny.

#Resist

#Commit

to denouncing homophobia.

#Resist

#Commit

to denouncing sexism and xenophobia.

#Resist

#Commit

to intolerance of prejudice.

#Resist
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#Commit

to approaching my writing as an exercise in empathy.
to finding surprising similarities between seemingly opposite humans.

to exploring emotional truths in 80,000 word novels
instead of reducing my heart to 140 flippant characters.

#Resist
#Resist

#Resist
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How to correctly punch Nazis in 4 easy steps.
Step 1: Find a Nazi
Remember that some identify as “alt-right” or “from here,” suggesting
others don’t belong where they do.
Step 2: Punch a Nazi
Keep your thumb on the outside of your fist. Try to land the punch with
your pointer and middle finger knuckles and not your index and pinky
finger knuckles. Remember to keep your wrist straight and roll into it
with your hips; this will give you a stronger impact. Body shots are more
effective and easier to land, so try aiming for the stomach or perhaps
the scrotum if you think the Nazi has one. As with anything, you will get
better at punching Nazis with practice.
Step 3: Self-care
Remember that resisting against oppression and fascism is hard work.
It’s easy to forget about the most important person, you. Make sure to
get enough sleep, drink plenty of water, and stretch out those sexy,
nazi-punching muscles of yours.
Step 4: Treat yourself
Bravo. Landing a punch on a Nazi is a time to celebrate. Consider sharing your accomplishment on social media to inspire others. Treat yourself to a massage or a nice dinner. You deserve it tiger.
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Keith S. Wilson - The Apprentice, Season 1, Act 2:42-46
And they devoted themselves to the apostles’ 00:01:15,642 --> 00:01:18,805
teaching
I own buildings all over the place,
42

00:01:18,878 --> 00:01:21,108
model agencies,
the Miss Universe Pageant,
43

And awe came upon every soul,

and the fellowship, to the breaking of bread
and the prayers.
00:01:21,181 --> 00:01:23,979
jetliners, golf courses,

00:01:24,050 --> 00:01:25,278
casinos,

and many wonders and signs were being done
through the apostles.

And all who believed were together and had
all things in common.

00:01:31,024 --> 00:01:33,254
But it wasn't always so easy.

00:01:33,326 --> 00:01:36,352
About 13 years ago,
I was seriously in trouble.

45 And they were selling their possessions and
belongings

and distributing the proceeds to all, as any had
need.

00:01:36,429 --> 00:01:38,954
I was billions of dollars in debt.
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00:01:39,032 --> 00:01:42,195
But I fought back and I won,
big league.
attending the temple together

00:01:46,639 --> 00:01:50,632
Now my company's bigger than it ever was,
it's stronger than it ever was,
they received their food with glad and
generous hearts,
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And day by day,

00:01:42,268 --> 00:01:46,568
I used my brain,
I used my negotiating skills,
and I worked it all out.
and breaking bread in their homes,

00:01:50,710 --> 00:01:53,201
and I'm having more fun
than I ever had.
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Safe
We remained on the safe side,
enclosed in patterns designed
to baffle. We thought we’d stay
unexamined while the world
went white. We shrank, our contents
private. We promised silence,
would make no noise save the sounds
of our folding. We creased: bank
note, rent check, what we owed come
due. We sent ourselves packing,
stamped, sealed shut. We were better
than sorry for what we’d done.
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Self-care/soft action

!

1.
2.
3.
4.

Remember to drink water to keep yourself hydrated
Take a nap or rest your body if you feel tired; stretching can be helpful too!
Make small drawings, write, or learn a new craft to refocus your thoughts
Send letters or hand-made cards to your far-away friends and family to
spread care and love
5. Organize local gatherings like potlucks, readings, critique groups, or just a low
pressure movie night to check in on your friends, have some laughs, or share
what you’re working on
6. Curate your social media accounts if it helps you avoid going down a black
hole of frustration, anger, and disappointment
7. Empathize with others and yourself
8. Challenge your assumptions, avoid making assumptions about others, and
allow yourself to give people the benefit of the doubt
9. Make your home as comfortable as possible; maybe put up some drawings or
buy yourself some flowers to have something pretty to look at
10. Be good to yourself and find ways to combat self-doubt
11. Remember it’s okay to say “no” if you need some space, or you don’t feel like
going to the bar, or spending money, or whatever. Don’t feel pressure to
come up with excuses!
12. Set boundaries for yourself so you aren’t always available to coworkers,
bosses, classmates, students, etc.
13. Make a point to restructure your daily routine to make time for reading, artmaking, cooking, exercise, or any other activity you wish you could fit into
your daily life
14. Try your best to avoid putting more pressure on yourself, and avoid making
yourself feel guilty – others will do that for you!
15. If you’re feeling anxious, go for a walk to burn some energy, or even open a
window to get some sun and fresh air
16. Forgive yourself and don’t let negative thoughts linger
17. Volunteer for an organization you care about to connect with a cause or
community in need
18. Reward yourself with little treats, and give yourself thoughtful affirmations
19. Do your best to be present and focused in your social interactions, and find
ways to silence distracting anxious thoughts
20. Clean out your personal spaces and get rid of anything you’ve been meaning
to ditch or donate
21. Listen to your body and don’t ignore signs of distress; look into home
remedies!
22. Get yourself a calendar or planner to help keep track of your schedule, and
make sure to include happy events you have to look forward to
23. Weekly meal planning can help save time and money, and cooking at home
can allow for quality time with a partner or group of friends
24. Go on a date with yourself and enjoy some alone time at a park, café,
museum, bar, or any place you can unwind
25. Don’t be afraid to ask for help or reach out to your support network if you’re
feeling bummed out – you’re not alone!
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The House of Lovers
A house full of lights
Is hidden in the great darkness in the garden.
If we are lucky,
The house will collapse and the light
will be set free
For the whole world.
--Yehuda Amichai
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